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AirCommand 1™ 
 
AirSupport LLC is continuously raising the industry standard for producing high quality, safe and 
profitable airshows.  Recently, they’ve added AIRCOMMAND 1, a state-of-the-art mobile airshow 
support system that offers a degree of operational efficiency and safety unmatched in the airshow 
industry.  
 
Purpose built for airshow management, the mobile unit is equipped with the latest and most 
advanced interactive aviation technology.  AIRCOMMAND 1™ was designed and built-in 
cooperation with a nationally respected engineering school and is fully networked and satellite 
capable. 
 
The multi-purpose trailer serves as the epicenter of air traffic control, housing the airboss as well 
as key ground and air operations managers.  Its command cab, stands over thirteen feet tall -- 
affording a birds-eye view of the flight line, crowd line and airspace. AirCommand’s first of its kind 
total glass enclosure offers an incomparable 360 degree, horizon-to-horizon view.  
 
The unit is a totally custom fabricated system built literally from the ground up to serve the airshow 
industry.  The vehicle itself is over 28' long and features an enclosed 12.5' x 8' cab that 
accommodates 5 work stations plus additional observers.  The open roof top deck is equipped with 
an aluminum safety railing system and includes a work station system that may be deployed on 
either side to provide up to 5 work stations for event announcers and other personnel.  Space is 
available for additional personnel on the roof as necessary.  Additionally, the interior lower-level 
work area has 3 work stations and room for 5 additional personnel. 
  
The unit has multiple communications capabilities that can be customized to meet specific event 
needs, including redundant airband communications, redundant broadband Internet capability, 
UHF & VHF transceivers with repeater support to interface with existing ground-based 
communication systems and satellite telephone capability is also provided.  There are also 
dedicated onboard systems for extensive real time air traffic and weather safety monitoring.  The 
unit is fully air conditioned and has on-board redundant electric power. 
 
Features such as these provide a level of operational ability and safety enhancement unavailable 
in any other system including fixed airport control towers. In addition, AIRCOMMAND 1 is equipped 
for state-of-the-art sound and communications processing.  Its placement at show center gives 
airshow management an unparalleled edge in operating a safe and successful event. 
 
AirSupport LLC. is a full service aviation event planning and management firm located in Naples, 
NY.  Founded in 1995, it has been involved in the planning, management and operation of 
numerous aviation events through out the US. 
 

For additional information contact: 
 

Michael C. McCabe, President 
AirSupport LLC 

6470 Powell Hill Road,  Naples, NY 14512 
Office 585-393-9000 Mobile 585-750-8100 

mccabe@airsupport.com   www.airsupport.com  
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AirSupport  and AirCommand 1 are registered Trademarks of AirSupport LLC. 

NASA - Kennedy Space Center

EAA  - AirVenture Oshkosh


